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The keys to success and well being during       
June-July will be self control and balance. 

I have chosen the beautiful Klimt Tarot deck for these months                                       
with my personal variation of the Celtic Cross. 

The guidance card is Temperance, a reminder that the presence of guardian angels will 
be here to help and protect us during these months. Remember to keep in spiritual 
touch with them, pay attentions to coincidences, out of the blue information and help, 
and be aware of you intuition to get the best results. 
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These months will bring the opportunity to succeed in your endeavors 
through your communication skills. 

Get your resume ready, business plans, speeches, business proposals, 
projects, and have a clear idea of what you want. It is important to also 
keep an impeccable professional behavior if you are looking for long    
term success. Choose carefully the people that you associate with      
and the ethics of deals. The future of your plans depends on this. 

A situation or person is cycling back into your life.             
Communication gets to the heart of the matter. You may still feel some 
grief during the ending of this situation; but you will be coming up 
above it stronger, and with the maturity and the power to create            
a solid ground to move  on.

June-July 2018 Tarot Forecast 

You will count on the positive presence of a woman that listens and gives you her support,          
as well as a generous and intelligent man with experience that will be willing to help you.

The guidance card for the outcome during this cycle is The Empress, illustrating              
that creativity and prosperity will flow once you face the challenges during these months.       
You will be rewarded with the accomplishment of a solid foundation in your life and the 
development of nourishing relationships and partnerships. 
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Wishing you the beginning of a summer rich in inspiration, self strength, 
success, fulfillment, and delight with the many signs                            

and gifts from your angels that you will be finding in your path. V. C. 

There is a $5.00 bonus for one reading during June-July to gain balance,         
check opportunities coming in, who will be giving you support,                           

who are the ones that you need to be careful with, the possible different outcomes 
according with the many choices available,                                                                

a vision of where your plans are leading you and more. 

Happy birthday for all of you born during these months! Get your special bonus    
of $10.00 dollars off for ½ an hour reading or more. To redeem the offer,         

please mention your birthday when you book the appointment. 

I have $5.00 discount for individuals who refer my services                                    
and to the new person's first reading. 

Tarot Readings Gift Certificates are available to give someone you care                
the gift of a special moment in his/her life. 

For an appointment email: contactmystralight@gmail.com 

New Mystra Light Website 

Here The Menu:                                                                            
Click to be directed to:                                                                
Home Presentation                                                                           
The Four Elements DVD Information, photos, trailers,                   

link to purchase.                                                                                
Los Cuatro Elementos DVD Información, fotos, trailers,                       
link para comprarlo.                                                                       
Blog Check my first tip “About breathing in meditation”  
Newsletter (new page)You can check the latest newsletter  
Bibliography Bibliography/Bibliografía. A selection of the           
most enlightening, inspiring and interesting books            
that I have found during many years investigating              
and researching, including quotes from authors.                                                                 
Veronica Poems Selected Poems                                                     
About Veronica Castagnini Here you have an insight about 
my professional life along with a red carpet interview,          
art portfolio, published books and more. 
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